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Memory Management

It was the Atlas supervisor in 1959, and then more broadly IBM's OS 360 in 1965, that

introduced the concept of “multitasking”—executing (or seeming to execute) many processes si-

multaneously on one machine—to the world of computer science (Denning, 2017, p. 32). With

that introduction came a new question: What is the best way to divide up a system's memory? This

paper looks over the basics of memory, memory management, and paging.

Physical, Logical, Virtual, and MMU

Memory is basically temporary storage for the computer, usually an assembly of storage

cells each able to store the same number of bits. RAM is volatile (all stored data gets lost with a loss

of power) memory that is both readable and writable. Memory Locations are the specific physical

cells used to store the data, whereas Memory Addresses are the CPU's way of designating a location

in memory (which is not (usually) the same as the location itself) (Crow, 1996, p. 3).

These last two terms are important: Because Addresses don't correspond to specific Lo-

cations when it comes to memory, an Address can point to whatever Location in memory it needs to

in order to work. And, because of this, it is possible for a program to operate in a different location

in memory than it believes it actually is (Crow, 1996, p. 12).

Physical memory is the hardware inside the computer that is used to provide the RAM

for the system. Logical memory is the addresses provided by the CPU to the programs and data the

system is using, regardless of the true memory locations they map to. And Virtual memory is one

step further, where the addresses map to artificial locations that get translated to RAM or data on

disk, enlarging the memory available to a system by allowing the CPU to use more memory than

it actually has (Alverti et al., 2020, p. 516), thus potentially keeping more parts of that memory

contiguous. One example of virtual memory is with swap space on GNU/Linux, where either an

entire partition or a file on a specific partition can be used as a part of the virtual memory a system

can utilize.
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COMDEX, Lotus, and Intel eventually standardized a smaller section of memory that

each of these addresses might refer to—the “page”, which was traditionally 4 KiB but is now much

larger—with their “Expanded Memory Specification”, or “EMS 3.0” (Crow, 1996, p. 7). This

process of translating between virtual addresses, pages, and physical memory is facilitated by a

dedicated piece of hardware: the Memory Management Unit, or “MMU” (Oliveri & Balzarotti,

2022, 1:4). This combination of separate ways to refer to a machine's memory allows for interesting

and useful methods for the allocation and management of the memory a system actually uses, and

the MMU is the final step for enabling this to work.

Allocation with Respect to Contiguity

The translation between these virtual or logical addresses and the physical address of

the actual hardware imposes a not-insignificant amount of overhead (and this is doubly true if the

Operating System is a Virtualized guest running inside a host OS) (Alverti et al., 2020, p. 516).

Therefore, it is worthwhile to try to keep all memory as contiguous—that is, allocated as one con-

tinuous block of memory—as possible during allocation. There have been many ways memory

allocation has been attempted over the years, though the solutions can be divided into two rough

groups: “eager” paging, and “ranger” paging.

With “eager” paging, more than a single page in memory is allocated in advance for a

specific task. The original cap was around 2MB, however that limit has long been passed due

to the sheer size of the data we process generally today. The downside to this choice is that it

wastes resources at a very high rate—on x86_64 based systems, the initially-supported page sizes

are 512GB and 1024GB (Alverti et al., 2020, p. 516). This exacerbates the downsides immensely:

huge amounts of space is wasted and it becomes harder to find large enough free blocks the longer

the system is running.

In contrast, in “ranger” paging—where applications are loaded without consideration to

contiguity—uses “asynchronous defragmentation”: the scattered pages are migrated into a contigu-

ous region of memory when not directly in use (Alverti et al., 2020, p. 515), during otherwise-idle
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CPU time. Apart from the obvious downside of “double touching” the data being loaded into

memory, this can also cause excessive address translation time due to the initially fragmented, non-

contagious nature of the data being loaded.

A Brief Note on Paging

There are two main approaches to paging used in today's world, centered around different

ways of storing the pages and their data for later use by the system: “radix trees”, and “inverted page

tables” (Oliveri & Balzarotti, 2022, 1:4).

With radix trees, data is stored hierarchically: Starting at the root, which is stored in a

special register for both the operating system and the MMU, directory tables branch out to eventually

point to the pages' physical location in the system, allowing the MMU to essentially do a search on

this tree to translate a virtual address to a physical one. To contrast, with inverted page tables, the

data structure is a hash table instead: The OS and MMU use the same hashing function to create

indexes for this table and use these hashes as keys to access the data stored in a specific page (Oliveri

& Balzarotti, 2022, 1:5).

It's important to mention that the above two groups are largely generalized, and not an

indication that memory management is a “this or that” style problem. As mentioned by Oliveri and

Balzarotti (2022), there is a large amount of complexity and variability in the way that the above are

implemented across different architectures (p. 1:12). This paper is not meant to be comprehensive,

but an overview of high-level concepts.

Conclusion

Notwithstanding the above disclaimer, the information presented in this paper is illustra-

tive of three key concepts regarding memory management today: First, the memory management

system is still largely controlled by hardware, as the MMU and OS need to agree on a scheme for

storing the pages memory is split into. Second, each and every memory access involves many dif-

ferent parts of a computer, both hardware and software, that can vary greatly across architecture
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and operating system. And third, while the amount of memory available to a system has grown

significantly in the last few decades, any method of improving the allocation, management, and

effective use of memory in computing systems will have wide-reaching effects for the future of the

field as a whole.
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Figure 1: Checking Memory Usage on GNU/Linux
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Figure 2: Checking Memory Usage on Windows 10


